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Assignment

SAP is the leading provider of enterprise software worldwide.

Traditionally, the IT specialists are SAP's customers - with a specific area of
responsibility and a correspondingly narrow perspective.
This event focused on the holistic view, the view of the decision-makers.
A new event format was required.

Under the term INTELLIGENT ENTERPRISE, SAP software incorporates all 
processes, figures and parameters of a company, consolidates all information
from all areas and thus generates real added value.
The decision-maker level benefits most from this comprehensive information.
The event was intended to convey this holistic aspect to around 1,500 
participants.

Implementation

Our declared goal was to create unforgettable moments.
Staging, content and set up focused on INTELLIGENT ENTERPRISE.

The variety of themes, the focus on a keynote and the separate presentation of
the event theme required a sufficiently large location with an extraordinary
atmosphere. Our choice: Hangar 7 in Berlin Tempelhof with an event area of
10,000 m2

The set up consisted of a central area with a 360° stage - ideal for keynote
speeches, opening ceremonies, evening events and catering.
The various specialist areas were presented in a spacious container landscape.
Each individual area was individually designed.

With two movable grandstands, the stage for the leading theme INTELLIGENT 
ENTERPRISE was a special dynamic highlight.
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SAP NOW became SAP WOW 

What made the event an extraordinary experience for the participants?
The creative design of the content presentations always offered new surprises
and was an eye-opener, according to participant feedback.

An attractive entertainment that appealed to and inspired the participants.
An innovative, contemporary catering concept was conducive to informal 
communication.

An app specially developed for the event was a helpful tool.
The contents: the current agenda, navigation to easily find the theme stages
and highlights, up to date news and tips as well as all presentations of the event
afterwards. A real digital customer experience for the participant.

Not only SAP but also all participating partners profited fully from this overall
concept.

The feedback from all participants, the organizer and the partners confirmed
that the SAP NOW event became a real SAP WOW thanks to its concept and
realization.

„Congrats on what you have
achieved with SAP Now“

Alex Atzberger

„SAP NOW
= WOW
= WON“

Customer Brenntag
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„You have created
a new event standard“

Daniel Holz
CEO of SAP Deutschland SE & Co. KG
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„Super event!! We were able to take
away many great ideas. Thanks SAP“

Customer Hipp
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„The best event I‘ve attended
in a long time, thanks to all those involved. Excellent speakers
and presentations in a perfect location together with a very
special atmosphere and spirit. Thanks to this event, I now
understand the importance and the effects of digitization.
Thank you so much for this.“

Customer BSR
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„Thank you for the experience!
… We will be in touch regarding the next

steps in our organization! Hats off to you!“

Customer Meyle
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